Abstract-This work presents a low-complexity system power system implementation. In this framework we jointly implementation of a novel content-adaptive background consider background skipping and optimal bit allocation at skipping scheme for region-of-interest (ROI) video coding in the frame level and the macroblock (MB) level respectively. mobile video phone applications. To improve the overall The skip decision is mainly determined by the foreground perceptual quality, the proposed approach reallocates bits to shape deformation, foreground motion, background motion ROI macroblocks by adaptively skipping the non-ROI and and the distortion due to the skip. An optimized weighted bit using a weighted bit allocation scheme. 
schemes by up to 2 dB.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 11 presents the content-adaptive background-skipping scheme I. INTRODUCTION and its system implementation. Section III describes coding of the ROIs and bit allocation at the macroblock and frame Video telephony has been gaining popularity on mobile levels. Experimental results are demonstrated in Section IV. phones as high-speed cellular networks being deployed world wide. Region-of-Interest (ROI) video coding has become a notable advanced technique in video phone U CONTENT-ADAPTIVE BACKGROUND-SKIPPING AND applications that provides enhanced coding efficiency and UNDERLYINGARCHITECTURE superior perceptual quality [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For mobile video telephony
In this section we present the scheme of content-adaptive with a tight bitrate constraint (typically lower than 64Kbps), background skipping as well as the underlying system skipping the unimportant portion of a frame, e.g. not coding architecture. but replacing it with the co-located part in a prior frame, allows spending more bits on the more important portion. By A. System Architecture and Implementation skipping the non-ROI, e.g. the background, and reallocating Fig. 1 depicts the system architecture of the proposed bits to the ROI, e.g. the foreground, the overall perceptual ROI video coding, which follows frame-by-frame and quality can be significantly improved since human vision macroblock-by-macroblock processing. The system employs tends to pay more attention to the ROI. a p-domain algorithm for rate control [9] at the frame level, The concept of adaptive frame/object/macroblock where p represents the number of non-zero quantized DCT skipping has attracted a lot of attention in past literature. To AC coefficients in a macroblock. Bit budget is allocated for a determine the skip modes, the tradeoff between spatial and frame before it is coded, using the p-domain model that temporal quality is studied in [6] , [7] , where a perceptual considers remaining bits available and the number of frames rationale is used that the human visual system (HVS) is more in the rate control window [9] . ROI of the frame is detected sensitive to temporal changes when a frame contains high and tracked so that the macroblocks in the frame are motion activities and otherwise more sensitive to spatial classified into ROI macroblocks and non-ROI macroblocks. details. In our previous work [8] experiment on a number of QCIF sequences coded at We convert the problem in (2) to an unconstrained 32Kbps to 64Kbps for low-bitrate video phone applications. problem using a Lagrange cost function J, and the problem is In the experiments, we compare three different rate- Fig. 3 . As shown in weighted bit allocation for wireless video telephony", in Proc. Fig. 4 , the control algorithm for DCT video coding", IEEE Trans. Circuits and PSNRRw is w r fa tfSystem for Video Technology, Vol. 12, No. 11, Nov. 2002. pp. 970- PSNRRW iS shown from frame to frame for Carphone. Fig. 5 982.
shows the 15th reconstructed frame using different approaches. The advantage of the proposed approach is coefficient distributions for images", IEEE Trans. Image Processing, nearly 5 dB compared to the greedy algorithm and 3 dB Vol. 9, No. 10, Oct. 2000 . pp. 1661 -1666 . compared to the unit-based background skipping scheme.
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